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- Gender data is necessary to monitor progress across all indicator sets

- Global frameworks encourage the use of common sets of indicators  to 
ensure progress is comparable across countries

- Gender Statistics are an integral part of the SDG indicator set

- Gender data is key to monitor progress within the SENDAI framework

- The Minimum Set of Gender Indicators guides global efforts to compile 
gender data

- Other commitments such as BPFA and CEDAW also include indicators

Global frameworks comprising gender indicators
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Sendai framework and the SDG indicators



- The framework has 
38 indicators

- 0 have an explicit 
call for sex 
disaggregation or 
pertain to gender 
issues specifically

Sendai framework and a gender perspective
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- All indicators are gender relevant

- The framework has 52 indicators

- Agreed upon by the Inter-Agency and Expert Group on Gender 
Statistics (Secretariat is UNSD)

- 22 of the indicators are now part of the SDG monitoring framework

- 33 indicators are Tier1, 14 are Tier 2, 4 are Tier 3 and 1 is mixed tier(1-2).

Minimum set of gender indicators



- Many gender indicators exist

- Some indicators cut across several frameworks and therefore could be 
used to monitor progress towards various commitments

- National and regional priorities need to be taken into consideration

- Internationally agreed definitions allow for international comparability 
and standardized methodology

- Methodological guidelines available for many, a few Tier 3 still 
developing

Global gender indicator sets


